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                                            Napoleon Electric Fireplaces — the value leader.

Stylish Fireplaces has a reputation for carrying the very best in electric fireplaces, which is why we are proud to offer Napoleon electric fireplaces as part of our showroom lineup. Napoleon has been working to provide quality home comfort for the past 38 years. They have also been recognized as one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies.

Napoleon’s flame technology helps set them apart in the industry. The flames adjust in colour, height and speed, creating the authentic look of a traditional fire. Napoleon’s electric fireplaces use their patented technology and innovative designs to provide fireplaces that stand out from the competition. Napoleon’s innovation and patented flame technology help you to receive all the benefits of a traditional wood burning fireplace and the ease of an electric fireplace rolled into one.

Whether you are looking to mimic a traditional fire or add a piece of artwork with blue glowing glass embers, Napoleon fireplaces can exceed your expectations.
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                                            Clearion See-Through 2-Sided Electric Fireplaces                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    


                                    

                                        
                                            Napoleon has created the industry’s first truly see-through electric fireplace. The Clearion can be plugged in or hardwired directly into your electrical system creating a relaxing environment in two rooms. This unique fireplace can heat separate rooms at different rates, increasing the comfort of two spaces at the same time. A privacy feature allows you to control the degree of view-through, from opaque to completely open. Customize this fireplace with either a sparkling crystal media ember bed or the hand-painted South Beach Logs with Topaz Glass Embers; both sets are included. Illuminated from below by LED, color-changing lights, both ember bed styles glow with a luxurious feel that can be seen from two rooms.

                                        


                                    

                                


                            
                                                                

                                    

                                        
                                            Built-in Electric Fireplaces                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    


                                    

                                        
                                            Napoleon’s built-in electric fireplaces do a great job of providing you with the comfort and look of a wood burning fire, with none of the work and mess. The logs are as appealing as they are realistic, looking and acting as a wood fire, with the flames dying out slowly when turned off to mimic the look of a traditional fire. Lighting options allow you to transform the look of your electric fireplace from traditional colours to more modern blues. These built-in electric fireplaces also offer the option of a night light setting that can be used apart from having a fire going.
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                                            Napoleon’s wall hanging electric fireplaces feature a contemporary design for those that are looking for a more modern fireplace. These electric fireplaces are an easy “plug and go” installation and Napoleon offers options to fit any space. You can choose from traditional horizontal fireplaces, small or large, and even have the option of a vertical fireplace, which is a great option when you have limited space. The glass embers showcase beautifully, while you have the option of orange to blue lighting or a combination of the two. If you enjoy the comfort of a fireplace, but prefer something less traditional and that can become a piece of art in your room, a wall hanging electric fireplace is the fit for you.

                                        


                                    

                                


                            
                                                                

                                    

                                        
                                            Electric Fireplace Media Cabinets                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    


                                    

                                        
                                            A great way to get a finished look from your electric fireplace is with a beautifully designed mantel package by Napoleon. If you have a small living room that you want to use for multiple functions you can choose an option that combines your media station with your electric fireplace. Your television and any extra equipment sit atop of your fireplace. There are mantel packages available that allow you to showcase personal items on bookshelves surrounding your fireplace. Napoleon provides mantel styles in everything from modern to traditional.
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                                            Napoleon offers electric log sets to help reinvent your existing masonry fireplace. These sets are easy to use and can simply be plugged in for immediate use or hardwired into your home. The hand painted logs provide an authentic traditional look as the flames dance on the surface behind. With several heating options, Napoleon Electric Log Sets are a great way to enjoy the look of a traditional masonry fireplace with the ease and cleanliness of an electric fireplace. With multiple heat settings and remote control abilities, it has never been easier to enjoy the comfort of your masonry fireplace.
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			Napoleon		
		
		
		Astound Flexmount	


	
		Astound Flexmount is the evolution of the Astound luxury fireplace series. Flexmount may be installed on the wall, partially recessed into the wall, or fully recessed. It may be 3-sided, 2-sided (L...	
			
			Starting at $2,199.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Napoleon		
		
		
		Napoleon Astound Built-in series	


	
		The Napoleon Astound NEFB50AB built-in electric fireplace offers innovation and customization. The unique flip-down glass on the Napoleon Astound allows for easy media changes and servicing. Instal...	
			
			Starting at $2,699.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Napoleon		
		
		
		Napoleon Luminex Built-in series	


	
		The Napoleon Luminex NEFL65LCD-3SV built-in electric fireplace features LCD flame technology, for unprecedented realism. Choose from 3 different flame video patterns, each with its own unique sound...	
			
			Starting at $4,999.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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[image: NAPOLEON ALLURE VERTICAL ELECTRIC FIREPLACE NEFVC32H WITH MULTI-COLOURED FLAMES][image: Product Image for Napoleon Allure NEFVC32H Vertical 32]
		
			Napoleon		
		
		
		Allure Vertical Series	


	
		Create a stunning focal point with the Napoleon Allure Vertical Electric Fireplace. The vertical design of the Napoleon Allure vertical electric fireplace hosts a collection of features. The Napole...	
			
			Starting at $399.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Napoleon		
		
		
		Media Cabinet Series	


	
		Napoleon media cabinets are perfect for creating cozy spaces in any room. Perfect for offices, commercial spaces, dorms, living areas and bedrooms, the styling of the Napoleon media cabinets will a...	
			
			Starting at $1,349.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Napoleon		
		
		
		Cineview Series	


	
		The Napoleon Cineview Built-In Electric Fireplace comes with both logs and glass media. Featuring orange, blue and multi-colored flame options and 7 different ember bed lights, the Napoleon Cinevie...	
			
			Starting at $749.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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Limited Stock
[image: ][image: Product Image for Napoleon Clearion Elite 50 see-through fireplace NEFBD50HE ]
		
			Napoleon		
		
		
		Clearion Series	


	
		The Napoleon CLEARion Elite See-through 2-sided electric fireplace is the latest update on the first ever truly see-through electric fireplace. The Napoleon Clearion Elite fireplace can heat separa...	
			
			Starting at $2,449.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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Limited Stock
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		Entice Series	


	
		The *NEW* Napoleon Entice™ linear fireplace features a clean face design with a larger viewing area. Built with allowance for wall mount, semi-recessed, or fully recessed installation, the Napoleon...	
			
			Starting at $699.00
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Limited Stock
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		Ascent Insert Series	


	
		The Napoleon Ascent firebox imitates the look of a masonry fireplace with heat and glowing log set! The technology in the Napoleon Ascent firebox randomly adjusts the flame effect, colour, height &...	
			
			Starting at $1,549.00
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		Element Series	


	
		The Napoleon Element self-trimming electric fireplace is a builder special and a tradesman’s dream. With the highest heat output and best looking flame in it’s category, the Napoleon Element is per...	
			
			Starting at $1,149.00
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[image: NAPOLEON NEFL42CHD ALLURAVISION WITH LOGS][image: Product Image for Napoleon NEFL42CHD Alluravision 42]
		
			Napoleon		
		
		
		Alluravision Deep Series	


	
		See the fireplace, not the frame with the Napoleon Alluravision. The Napoleon Alluravision can be plugged into 120 volts, or hardwired to 240 volts. The Napoleon Alluravision comes standard with a ...	
			
			Starting at $1,419.00 $999.00
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[image: NAPOLEON ALLURAVISION DEEP NEFL50CHD ELECTRIC FIREPLACE][image: Product Image for Napoleon NEFL50CHD Alluravision 50]
		
			Napoleon		
		
		
		Alluravision Deep Series	


	
		See the fireplace, not the frame with the Napoleon NEFL50CHD Alluravision. The Napoleon NEFL50CHD Alluravision can be plugged into 120 volts, or hardwired to 240 volts. The Napoleon NEFL50CHD Allur...	
			
			Starting at $1,709.00 $1,199.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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                    GET OUR FREE EXPERT GUIDE

5 Things You Need to Know Before Buying a Fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you find the right fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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                    Helping Canadians live stylishly ever after.

                

            

            
                
                    Owned & Operated by Time For a Change Inc.

8301 Jane Street, Unit 9

Vaughan, ON L4K 5P3

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday  9 – 5

Wednesday  10 – 5
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                        GET OUR FREE GUIDE

5 Things you need to know before buying a fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you find the right fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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                                            GET OUR FREE GUIDE

5 Things You Need to Know Before You Buy a New Fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you buy a fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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